Wisconsin

THE LEGACY FUND
A creative solution for providing oversight for your giving, during or after your lifetime

The Legacy Fund from National Christian Foundation (NCF) is an enhanced type of Giving Fund
(donor-advised fund) in which we assume greater responsibility to ensure that your giving intent
and granting desires are carried out faithfully, either during or after your lifetime. It provides an
innovative way to establish security, permanence, and accountability for your giving goals and
objectives. Some families use the Legacy Fund to train their children while they’re living, while
others use it to recommend ongoing grant checks from their Fund for years following their
death – rather than a one-time, lump-sum payment to charity(ies).

You make gifts to NCF into
your Legacy Fund

We work with your family during
your lifetime as you recommend
grants to ministries

LEGACY
FUND

We work with your heirs and
successors after your lifetime
to continue supporting your
recommended charities

THE LEGACY FUND PROVIDES YOU ...
• Oversight and security for your
giving goals, either during your
life or after your death
• A way to continue your giving
beyond your lifetime in an ongoing manner, rather than simply a
one-time “lump sum” distribution
of charitable dollars at death

You and your family
can manage your
Legacy Fund online,
anytime on our website.

• A way to partner with National
Christian Foundation, a likeminded organization who will be
conscientious in the management
of the Legacy Fund with a sound
asset protection strategy

• A way to protect against the
distribution of grants to
organizations that stray in some
manner from their theological
roots or organizational effectiveness, or are otherwise involved in
some sort of impropriety
• A way to ensure your giving is
carried out either in perpetuity or
for a fixed period of time
• A way to prevent successors from
changing your giving wishes
(ensuring that your giving intent is
faithfully carried out by your heirs
or others)

Get started today. Visit nationalchristian.com/wisconsin or call 262.796.9910.

A CASE STUDY: DURING YOUR LIFETIME
SCENARIO: Mary was a retired nurse wanting to provide scholarships to aspiring nurses willing to work in thirdworld countries. However, she desired that money only go to students that signed a contract agreeing to work at
least four years on the mission field after school, using her/his newly acquired skills. If the full four years were not
met, the scholarship money would be repaid based upon the pro-rated portion of the time spent on the mission
field.
HOW WE HELPED: Mary opened a Legacy Fund with us at National Christian Foundation and made gifts of
appreciated assets into the Fund. Then, she and several of our staff formed the “Legacy Advisory Committee.”
Mary essentially supervised the Committee, while our team handled the majority of the logistical work – which
included administering the scholarship fund, tracking nurses’ school grades, and monitoring their activity on
the mission field. After Mary’s death, based on her written instructions, we faithfully and reliably maintained the
Legacy Fund in the same manner as when Mary was alive.

A CASE STUDY: AFTER YOUR LIFETIME
SCENARIO: Karen and Paul had a private foundation that they wanted to continue after their deaths. However,
they felt that their children would need training and guidance to be ready to carry on this responsibility. They
were looking for a way to ensure that their children’s giving habits would closely reflect their own, and that no
grants would go to organizations Karen and Paul would not have given to during their lifetime.
HOW WE HELPED: Karen and Paul decided to dissolve their private foundation and transfer its assets into a
Legacy Fund. Their children, a close family friend, and their primary NCF contact acted as the “Legacy Advisory
Committee” for the Fund after their deaths, following these parameters:
• The Fund would run for years (through a sound investment strategy) with grants made from the income
earned on the balance of the Fund.
• The Legacy Advisory Committee would require ministries to sign a statement of faith and provide reports to
ensure proper stewardship and accountability.
• The Committee would ensure that each year, 25% of all grants be made to a pre-determined list of ministries.
Fifty percent of grants would go to organizations serving the poor.
• The timing of all grants would be left up to the Committee, who could also recommend the remaining 25% at
their discretion (to ministries that signed the statement of faith).
• Very importantly, NCF would enforce grant recommendations by the Committee based on the guidelines set
out in Karen and Paul’s Legacy Fund Agreement.

Get started today. Visit nationalchristian.com/wisconsin or call 262.796.9910.
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